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Blockchain
Blockchain is a decentralized ledger where
participants can confirm transactions
without the need for a central authority.

Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies are a digital medium of
exchange that have blockchain as their
underlying technology – two of the most
popular being Bitcoin and Ethereum. The
fact the technology is decentralized is the
main reason why no existing financial
institution or government owns or
manages Bitcoin.
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Financial inclusion
Cryptocurrencies also allow people to earn interest off their
assets. Through the growth of crypto innovations such as
staking and decentralized finance (DeFi), anyone in the world
can earn interest, otherwise known as “yield”, by holding
and staking certain tokens. No intermediary is needed to
complete the transaction.
In 2020 alone, the total value locked up in DeFi projects
soared 300 times to roughly $21 billion.
Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology, paired with the
global growth of mobile and indeed internet adoption, are
tempering rising financial inequalities.
And it is not inconceivable to imagine that in the coming
decades, the world will have a much more democratized and
accessible financial system. Financial inclusion could be
achieved thanks to cryptocurrencies.
Written by- Stephen Stonberg, Chief Executive Officer, Bittrex Global
Link : https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/01/cryptocurrencies-are-democratising-the-financial-world-heres-how/
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Crypto Wallet
A cryptocurrency wallet is a piece of software that keeps track of the secret keys
used to digitally sign cryptocurrency transactions for distributed ledgers. Because
those keys are the only way to prove ownership of digital assets and to execute
transactions that transfer them or change them in some way they are a critical
piece of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Type of Crypto wallet :

There are two main types of crypto wallets:
“Software and Hardware ” (also known as “Hot & Cold Storage wallets”,
respectively).
✓ Hot storage wallets are accessible via an internet service.
✓ Cold storage wallets are downloaded and reside offline on a piece of hardware
such as a USB drive or a smartphone.

What a crypto wallet does.?

Not only does a crypto wallet (or more generically, a digital wallet) keep track of
encryption keys used to digitally sign transactions, it also stores the address on a blockchain where a particular asset resides.
If the owner loses that address, they essentially lose control over their digital money or other asset.
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About

Laurus Coin

Laurus is an underlying Blockchain being developed on the protocols
of DeFi & E- Commerce (Travelling, Entertainment & Gaming ,
Hotels, Air tickets etc) with an exceptional algorithm; which gives
others an easiest platform to integrate their smart contracts and
Tokens to use the available protocols on a minimum fee structure.
Laurus is as of now Integrated as Token on TRC20 Tron Blockchain
with the same protocols for the primary distribution and community
development in association with Globstake Smart contract which is a
Hybrid Decentralized system managed by team of experts having
substantial experience in the field of DeFi system.
The reason behind choosing TRC20 for this program is its wide
community, user-friendly algorithm , fastest transaction with lowest
fees among all the available blockchains across the world.
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About
GlobStake is a Decentralized marketing system that
works to increase the holder and usefulness of all
types of cryptocurrencies. And upcoming
blockchains . This system where landing on crypto
currency, forex trading with DeFi staking is done by
a well experienced team and its profit is shared to
the investor / Stackers. GlobStake system utilizes
Artificial intelligence & Hybrid decentralized
platform to deliver a consistent daily profit to our
clients.

GlobStake Mission
The mission of GlobStake is to expand Crypto
market all over the world and to distribute the
information about new innovations & Technologies
to the people so that the people from across the
world can have the right information about Crypto
world. GlobStake is in the process of developing
online & offline Crypto bank, decentralized exchange
& finance. With this roadmap it is going to become a
Launchpad for all Blockchain & cryptocurrencies
across the globe.
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Crypto Staking Program
Become a part of Globstake
For this you have to join our Crypto Staking program where you can Stake minimum $100 to its multiple in and get up to 30% on
your own Staking value every month at the rate of 1% Daily Until you received total 300% of your staking value. You can also
become a part of its community development affiliate program to earn your 300% earliest. GlobStake is currently working on the
development of the Laurus token. So for Staking ﬁrst you have to buy Laurus token through SunSwap and invest it in Deﬁ
Staking program of GlobStake.

Types of Profits:

➢ Daily Staking Profit (DSP)
➢ Direct Referral Profit (DRP)
➢ Team Staking Profit (TSP)

➢ 5 type of Pool Profits

Daily Staking Profit (DSP)
you will get 1% daily on your investment which will
keep coming for 300 days i.e. 300%. The question
is how will this 1% come from ? As you know this
is coin distribution program so The total supply
of Laurus Token is only 30000000 (three hundred
thousand) and the 1% that will be released
through supply and people can trade, use, swap
these tokens when they are fully marketed.
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Community Growth PLANS & REWARDS
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Team Staking Profit (TSP) Distribution System
Direct Referral Profit:
This is commission you
earn when you sponsor
/ refer a new person
into the business-The
reward
is 10% of
whatever
Laurus
staking
limit
they
subscribe to.

Team Staking Profit (TSP):
Here you get the daily TSP as
percentage (from 30% to 3% )for
15 level Team’s Daily Staking
profit (1%).
Note:- 1 level will open with 1
direct referral & all levels will be
unlocked after 10 Direct referrals.

❑ Level 15

Example: Like Richard joined through your link and he invested 1000$ in Staking then he will get 1% daily for 300 days
with him you also DAILY PROFIT SHARING(DPS) of his daily 1% at 30% every day Will comeLike he is getting 1% of 1000$
= 10% DAILY PROFIT SHARING(DPS) then you are getting 30% of 10$ i.e. 3$ daily and it will come to you for 300 days.

5 Types of Pool Bonuses
0.25%

Pool 1

0.50%

Pool 2

0.75%

Pool 3
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10 Direct Referrals When you have 10 referrals in
your direct amount of 100$ or more you enter
the ﬁrst pool 0.25% of total turnover.

Pool 2: Total team size of 100 & achiever of Pool
1. Maximum 50 % of total i.e.. 50 can be
counted from 1 group. you enter the Second
pool 0.50% of total turnover.
Pool 3: Total team size of 1000 & achiever of
Pool 2. Maximum 50 % of total i.e.. 500 can be
counted from 1 group. you enter the Third
pool 0.75% of total turnover.

1.00%

Pool 4

1.25%

Pool 5

Pool 4: Total team size of 10,000 & achiever of
Pool 3. Maximum 50 % of total i.e.. 5000 can be
counted from 1 group. you enter the Fourth pool
1.00 % of total turnover.
Pool 5: Total team size of 100,000 & achiever
Pool 4. Maximum 50 % of total i.e.. 5000 can
be counted from 1 group. you enter the Fifth
1.25 % of total turnover.

Important Notes:➢ The system takes the Programed Percentage of the total
new turnover according to Pool number and distributes
it equally to all the Pool achievers of all types of Pools.

➢ Staking above 100 $ or above will be counted for any Pool.
➢ Maximum 50% of total team size can be counted from 1
group for Pool 2 to Pool 5 achievers.
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Terms & Condition
According to the rules of the crypto
currency market. When the demand
increases in the market, then its price also
increases and when the demand
decreases then the price decreases, there
is also a risk, please act by understanding
all the risk rules of the market. Whatever
income you are getting, you have to get
only 300% of all your income like referral,
level or pool. You will get up to 300% only.

www.globstake.io

